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Abstract: The rainfall regime is changing in the Catalan territory, likely in most areas in the Mediter-
ranean Basin. This variability, spatial and temporal, means that there may be periods of severe
drought combined with periods of heavy rainfall and floods. In this way, the management of wa-
ter resources is complicated and can produce a high impact on different social aspects. The high
convective activity leads to investigating the relationship between the electric discharges and radar
parameters (reflectivity, echo top, vertically integrated liquid, and accumulated rainfall). The correla-
tion allows identifying some elements that may be significant in terms of changes in rainfall regimes.
Besides, using several radar parameters apart from precipitation accumulation reveals interesting
explicit patterns of the previously known. These patterns can help better understand the precipitation
behavior and the changes associated with it.

Keywords: weather radar; cloud-to-ground flashes; rainfall regimes; surveillance; Catalonia;
lightning jump

1. Introduction

The Mediterranean Basin is known for the extreme variability of its rainfall regime,
both in space and time ([1–4]). This variability implies long dry periods combined with
very wet ones, leading to alternate droughts and floods. In consequence, the management
of the water requires a great effort in these regions, from economic and engineering points
of view. In the same way, referencess [5,6] showed that nearly 90% of the total precipitation
has a convective regime in Catalonia (NE of the Iberian Peninsula). According to Doswell
et al. [7], convective nature clouds cause the majority of the flood events. Then, the link
between precipitation and floods in Catalonia is clear. Besides, reference [8] showed how
long dry epochs are usual after wet periods in the region. Finally, the expected future
changes ([9]) will cause higher impacts on water management ([10]).

There are two methods of comparing lightning and radar data. The first one considers
a set of severe or non-severe thunderstorms, searching for relationships during their life
cycle ([11,12]). In general, the analyses are focused only on particular events, considering
some different radar parameters, such as the surface reflectivity, the echo top for a certain
reflectivity threshold, the Quantitative Precipitation Estimation (QPE) ([13,14]), or the
Vertically Integrated Liquid (VIL) ([15]). Other studies are centered on the relationship in
mesoscale convective systems ([16]) or in contrast to lightning activity in thunderstorms
over land and sea surfaces ([17]).

The second methodology compares QPE from the weather radar with lightning flashes.
Although Cloud-to-Ground (CG) flashes data are readily available and commonly uti-
lized (as within this study), Intra-Cloud (IC) or Total Lightning (TL) data are more likely
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to produce better correlations between flash rates and storm characteristics ([18]). This
methodology searches for an equation that provides the relationship between electrical
activity and precipitation in a limited region, for different areas of China ([19]), the Western
Mediterranean ([20]), tropical islands ([21]), or different regions of France (cheze1997area).
Finally, we wanted to focus on the analysis of [22], who presented the relationship between
CG lightning and surface precipitation during the warm season in six different regions
(each one of the orders of 10,000 km2 in the south-central United States. The results show
that this relationship between the two elements is highly variable, with values of the r2

coefficient ranging from 0.121 to 0.601.
The two methodologies introduced previously are helpful for the analysis of concrete

situations but are very limited in many others. They both have limitations for real-time
applications in regions such as Catalonia. For instance, the tracking of thunderstorms is
only applicable in isolated cases. On the contrary, the relationship between the QPE radar
and the lightning data presents many limitations in comparing distinct rainfall behaviors.
These limitations derive from the lack of not considering the vertical development of the
rainfall producing clouds. As shown before, this is a very significant factor at the time of
understanding the phenomena recorded. A clear relationship between the regimes and
the seasonal component also exists. In this sense, it is possible to find anomalous cases
in each season or two or more types coexisting in a short period. To sum up, operational
meteorological tasks need to know if a procedure recognizes the previous days as standard
or, on the contrary, if it has had a different regime to the expected. However, none of the
techniques can perform that requirement.

Reference [23] presented research showing the large variability in the radar parameters
(reflectivity, precipitation estimation, top of the clouds, or vertically integrated liquid
(VIL)) and the lightning activity in the Central Coast of Catalonia for a period of 15 years.
The analysis also revealed the high differences in the correlation of both fields over the
different years. The objective of this study was the new development and testing of a
new real-time product. The product has the purpose of classifying the different convective
regimes. As has been indicated before, these regimes are predominant in the region. It has
examined remote sensing data, combining elements of the two types of methodologies
presented previously. The technique starts generating annual curves of correlation between
different radar products and CG maps. A final index integrated the various correlations.
Then, the definitive correlation index series allows finding the thresholds that indicate
the behavior for each type of convective precipitation. These indices were compared with
a new version of the beta parameter, generated using exclusively remote sensing data.
Finally, the lightning jump warnings have been used to validate the capability of both
methodologies for detecting the more convective episodes. The article has the following
points: first, the presentation of the study area and the data used; the next section introduces
the methodology for obtaining the correlation values and thresholds for discriminating the
different categories and, also, the new version of the beta parameter. Then, we present and
discuss the results, leading to the final section, the conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Area of Study

Catalonia (NE of the Iberian Peninsula, see Figure 1) has different geographical factors
that characterize the topography. First, the Mediterranean Sea bathes its shores, modulating
notably the convective development and the electrical nature of thunderstorms ([20,24]).
Besides, the Pyrenees, with peaks over 3000 m, joined to other smaller ranges (heights
that move between 500 and 2000 m), contribute to the triggering of convection because
of their steeped slopes. Besides, they also affect the thunderstorms trajectories ([25–27]).
Finally, the Ebro Valley is a plateau that connects Catalonia with the rest of the Iberian
Peninsula, resulting in a route whereby deep convective thunderstorms approach from the
West ([28–30]).
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Figure 1. (Left) Map of the area of analysis marked by the black rectangle. The red dots indicate
the positions of the weather radars, while yellow dots mark locations of lightning location sensors.
(Right) The main topographic factors of the region.

Different studies presented different precipitation regimes occurring in the analysis
region ([11,13,31]). For instance, warm rain events occur during the transitions between
cold and warm seasons (and vice versa). It is characterized by efficient precipitation rates,
with few vertical developments of clouds and low lightning activity ([32,33]). The largest
issue is that these transition periods do not always occur during the same weeks of the
year, resulting in difficulty forecasting them in most cases.

The state-of-the-art showed that it is possible to classify the precipitation regime of
Catalonia into four main categories. Firstly, the deep convection presents thunderstorms
with the highest vertical cloud developments (between 12 and 18 km), which produce
moderate to high rain rates in localized areas and elevated electrical activity. It is typical of
summer ([34]), and severe weather phenomena occur in many events ([35]). Second, there
is the non-deep convective precipitation, with high reflectivity values and top heights over
8 km in the warm season ([11]). However, when convection reaches these echo-tops in the
cold season, it is likely to be more like deep convection as all the atmospheric levels are
at lower altitudes. Non-deep convection occurs during the warm season mainly (May to
October). It can coexist with deep convection, especially in July and August. Third, the
thundersnow events of the cold season affect the smaller ranges near or over the coastal
areas. These events could have moderate lightning flashes rates ([13]). During the cold
season, the stratiform regime predominates with vertical cloud development around 2–4
km ([36–38]). Finally, warm rain presents elevated rain rates in short periods, with echo
tops under 6 km and scarce lightning activity. The high sea surface temperature of the
Mediterranean plays a very significant role in these types of events. These cases usually
occur in autumn in coastal regions ([32]). Finally, summer-dry thunderstorms do not
produce any precipitation, but the lightning rates can be elevated ([39]).

2.2. Precipitation Conditions in the Area of Study

The region of interest, like many other Mediterranean areas ([1–4]), presents a large
variability in terms of precipitation. Figure 2 illustrates this characteristic through rainfall
and lightning data. Of the 3287 days of the 2013–2021 period, a large part of the territory
(practically all the Mid-Southern and the North-Eastern coast) presented 2700 (81.8%) or
more days without precipitation. On the opposite, only reduced areas in the Pyrenees
registered rainfall in over 25% (850 days) of the period. If we move to precipitate days
with accumulated rainfall exceeding the 10- and 50-mm thresholds, only some reduced
areas presented values larger than 6% (200) and 0.4% (15), respectively. However, there
exist regions exceeding 50 mm twice per year. These are located mainly in a corridor in the
North-eastern part and some mountain areas close to the coast. Finally, the cloud-to-ground
(CG) activity presents values larger than the 50 mm precipitating threshold but with a
different spatial distribution. In this case, the maximum takes place in the central part of the
Pyrenees but with some secondary peaks in the Southern and Central Coastal areas. The
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maximum precipitation shows a focalization in small regions, while the lightning activity
is widespread over the surrounding areas of the rainfall peaks.

Figure 2. From left to right and top to bottom: Map of the number of days without precipitation (below
0.1 mm) for the period of 2013–2021; the same as that of the previous but for days with precipitation
over 10 mm and for days with precipitation over 50 mm; days with cloud-to-ground flashes.

The precipitation behavior was mainly dry in all the regions of Catalonia during the
2013–2021 period. Drought periods occur principally in the Southern and all the Coastal
areas. However, it is possible they surpass ten and even the 50 mm daily thresholds with a
relative facility (some parts of the Northern region can reach five and two times per year
these values), indicating a high degree of convection of the precipitation. The electrical
activity map confirms this fact. Besides, it also shows that convection can occur in low-
precipitation cases. These values agree with other previous analyses in the region ([5,6,8,9])
but provide a higher spatial and temporal resolution of the information given by the remote
sensing data. Besides, reference [40] and others classified rain events in Catalonia according
to the beta parameter. This magnitude estimates the total precipitation exceeding a certain
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threshold (empirically estimated) by the total rainfall. The closer it is to one, the more
convective is the event.

2.3. Data

The first data source considered in the analysis is the Network of Weather Radars
(XRAD) of the Meteorological Service of Catalonia (SMC), which produces a 3D compo-
sition for the whole territory of Catalonia thanks to the four C-Band Single polarization
radars. Figure 1 shows the radars distribution. Volumes were processed with a 6 min
resolution, covering a large part of the lower and mid-atmospheric levels closed to each
radar. Reference [41] provides more information about the network.

The analysis considered five types of operative (this is, running in real-time) composite
radar products. The composite examines the data of all the radars over each point of
the matrix, selecting the maximum daily value (for reflectivity, echo tops, and vertically
integrated liquid). In the case of the rainfall field, the final daily raster considers the sum of
all hourly registers. The different products are:

• radar corrected reflectivity (CAP), which is a pseudo-CAPPI (Constant Altitude Plan
Position Indicator), generated considering the corrections made by the EHIMI Hydro
Meteorological Integrated System tool (see [42] for further information). Some of
the corrections consist in removing sea and ground clutter, detecting electromagnetic
interferences, and replacing the values for more accurate ones or using the vertical
profile of reflectivity for estimating the reflectivity at the ground for all pixels (more
information regarding this point is found in [43]);

• the maximum reflectivity, hereafter MAX, considers all the levels for which the radars
provide information (between 1 and 25 km above sea level) and selects the maximum
value for each 2D pixel ([44]);

• daily rainfall estimated by the XRAD, hereafter RN1, using the classical Z/R relation-
ship with a = 200 and b = 1.6 ([45]);

• the echo top (hereafter TOP) or the maximum height at which observed echoes are
equal or larger to 35 dBZ reflectivity ([46]).

• and, finally, the vertically integrated liquid (VIL) product, which is an estimation of
the precipitable water mass in each column of the radar volume field ([47]).

Only the CAP product has EHIMI corrections when it is processed. Moreover, all have
been analyzed daily, considering the field with the maximum value at each pixel. Only RN1
considered the accumulated value (the sum of all the hourly estimations). Every product
has a particular limit and spatial resolution. Then, we adjusted all of them to the following
spatial resolution at the lat–long box: 0.2◦ E, 3.3◦ E, 40.5◦ N, 42.6◦ N. This allows that all
the final radar fields have an equal spatial resolution.

The Lightning Location System (LLS) of the SMC is composed of four detectors of
the Vaisala LS-8000 model (see Figure 1). The network can detect flashes using Very High
Frequency (VHF) and Low Frequency (LF) activity sources. Reference [31] presented a
detailed report of the network configuration. The LLS has the particularity of detecting and
separately allocating IC and CG flashes ([48]). This characteristic allows having better re-
sults on the TL of thunderstorms characterization. The analysis of the 2013 campaign ([49])
establishes CG flash detection efficiency for the SMC-LLS around 80–85%, and the esti-
mated mean location accuracy was about 1 km. Only CG flashes were considered because
the locations are more precise than IC lightning. Besides, CGs are more related to the
precipitation field. The last use of the LLS data was the Lightning Jump (LJ) climatology for
the period of analysis ([35]). Each warning recorded in the database was assigned a level
2 for severe weather conditions (large hail, strong wind gusts, downbursts, or tornadoes)
and 1 for non-severe weather (small hailstones, extended graupel, moderate convective
winds, or heavy rainfall). The validation of the convection degree of each of the analyzed
days was done through the LJ database.
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2.4. Methodology

The analysis consisted of the regimes of precipitation characterization in Catalonia,
considering radar and lightning data. The research included three different steps, shown in
Figure 3, and consisting of:

• Characterization of the convective degree: departing from the technique shown in [40] and
others, we took advantage of the capabilities of the radar and lightning observations
data. In this way, we adapted the previous methodology, based exclusively on rain
gauges data (the percentage of the precipitation that exceeds a certain threshold in a
period of 5 min to the total accumulated, as Equation (1) shows), to calculate a new
beta parameter but using radar data and lightning observations (the percentage of
precipitating pixels with electrical activity—at least on CG flash—respect the total of
rainfall pixels) for the area of study shown in Figure 1 (see Equation (2))

β =
∑n

1 Pi[> Pth]

∑N
1 Pi

, (1)

β∗ =
∑n

1 Pi[flash]

∑N
1 Pi

, (2)

where, in Equation (1), Pi is the rain rate for 5 min; Pth is the threshold of the rain
rate for considering rainfall as convective (calculated empirically); n is the number of
periods exceeding the threshold; and N is the total number of periods for one day. In
the case of Equation (2), Ri is the daily accumulated rainfall in a pixel of the domain;
flash presence indicates that the pixel is convective; n is the number of pixels with
flashes; and N the total number of pixels in the area with precipitation. The new β∗ is
redefined as β for simplification.

• Estimation of the daily correlation degree for the different radar parameters and the raster
of CG flashes density: In a similar way as [18], we estimated the correlation between
radar parameters and the CG flashes in the region of study for each day of the period.
However, the correlation was calculated not only for rainfall but for the maximum
field of reflectivity, maximum reflectivity, echo tops, and VIL. This consideration tried
to simulate the vertical degree (echo tops and VIL) and the instantaneous behavior of
the convection (in a similar way to [11] but adapting from individual thunderstorms
to global fields).

• Characterization of the days: We used the same classification [40] for characterizing each
day. The correlated values of the radar-CG fields for each of the day were associated
with the beta parameter, redefining the daily characterization with a more accurate set
of magnitudes (the correlations between CG and the radar fields).

• Validation with LJ: To prove the reliability of the methodology, we focused on the
most convective days. These cases usually present one or more LJ warnings. Then,
we used skill scores considering the daily characterization as “the forecast” (“F” for
forecast, and “f” for non-forecast), while the LJ occurrence acts as “the observation”
(“O” for observation, and “o” for non-observation). Then, Table 1 presents the scores
considered in this validation.

Table 1. Skill scores (Probability of Detection, POD; False Alarm Rate, FAR; and Critical Success
Index, CSI) and the correspondent equation for each case (OF = Observation + Forecast, Of = Obser-
vation + NOForecast, oF = NOObservation + FORECAST).

Skill Score Equation

POD OF/(OF + Of)
FAR oF/(OF + oF)
CSI OF/(OF + Of + oF)
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Figure 3. Scheme of the procedure considered in the research.

3. Results

The research focused on the characterization of the rainfall regime in Catalonia using
lightning and radar data. In particular, the higher contribution of the convective precip-
itation type made it that the main interest was to find the best discriminators in these
cases. The research had three steps: first, using quantitative precipitation fields and cloud-
to-ground data to demonstrate the convective dominance of the precipitation; second,
considering five daily radar fields and CG data to characterize these events with the highest
values of the convective parameter; and third and last, validating the results of the previous
characterization using the LJ database, taking into account that this phenomenon occurs in
severe weather events with a high degree of convective organization.

3.1. Adapting the Beta Parameter to Radar and Lightning

To show the high number of cases of convective rainfall in Catalonia, we adapted
the beta parameter to the tools used in this research. The original parameter considered a
rain rate series of rain gauges with a 5-min resolution. The main advantage was the high
reliability of the results, but these were only applicable in a very reduced area surrounding
the measuring point. The new method of estimating the parameter departs in that, by
definition, lightning generally occurs in convective precipitation. Then, we considered
all those pixels with at least one CG as convective rainfall. Because the objective of this
research was not the exact estimation of the beta parameter, if not to identify the convective
degree of the daily precipitation fields, we believe that the current Equation (2) is sufficient
for this purpose. In any case, we believe that the methodology could be improved using
better time resolutions for radar precipitation (for example, hourly instead of daily) or a
larger radius of influence of the lightning data (for instance, 3 or 5 km, instead of the 1 km
used here).

The top panel (“(a)”) of Figure 4 shows the distribution of the new beta parameter for
the period of analysis. Yellow and red horizontal dotted lines indicate the thresholds used
in [40] for defining the different degrees of convection (below 0.3 indicates a slightly convec-
tive regime; between 0.3 and 0.8 denotes moderate convection; while over 0.8 corresponds
to strongly convective precipitation). The percentage for 2013 to 2021 was 45.0% with no
rain or non-convective, 22.9% with slight convection, 7.6% with moderate convection, and
only 1.6% strongly convective. These values would be in line with those observed in the
original research of [5]. The mid panel (labeled as “(b)”) of Figure 4 presents the monthly
distribution of moderately and strongly convective days. Although the values are higher
than the observed in [40], they are in concordance. The difference is that it is probably due
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to the better spatial resolution of the new estimation of the beta parameter and, what is
more important, that the original figure only refers to a unique point, while the new one
considers all the Catalan territory. In any case, the maximum period extends from April
to September, with a peak in August. Finally, panel (c) of Figure 4 has a more reliable
behavior according to the expected of the previous studies, considering only those strongly
convective events.

Figure 4. (a) Daily evolution of the beta parameter estimated with radar and lightning data for the
period 2013–2021. Yellow and red horizontal dotted lines indicate the thresholds for the different
types of convective regime (slightly, moderately, and strongly convection). (b) Monthly distribution of
moderately and strongly convective days (β 0.3). (c) The same as (b) only for strongly convective days.
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3.2. Characterization of the Convective Days Using the Different Correlations

Figure 5 presents an example of the radar, and the CG density fields, for the case
of the 22 October 2019, a heavy rainfall event that affected mainly the Southern areas
of Catalonia and a high degree of convection (see the beta parameter of Table 2). The
rainfall maxima were recorded strictly in the Southwest of the image (with peaks over
200 mm in a wide area). However, the other variables also indicate relevant values in the
Southeast, mainly for the volumetric ones. This second pattern is more coincident with
the CG density field than the one for the accumulated rainfall map. In any case, the 24-h
accumulation correlation (0.213, Table 2) is notably higher than the obtained for the rest of
the magnitudes (between 0.101 and 0.128). Besides, correlations between lightning data
and radar fields were not especially high. This characteristic occurs recursively along with
the set of events and for each radar variable (Figure 6) for all types of convective behaviors
(slightly, moderately, and strongly). Then, correlation cannot be considered as a good
element for describing the relationship between electrical activity and the precipitating
structures. However, it exists another way, following the works described in the literature,
using the scatterplots and the linear regression between radar and CG density (Figure 7).
The new application considers more radar fields than only the rainfall estimated map used
in the original research. The coefficients of the linear fitting are: first, “a”, which is the
value of the radar magnitude when the CG density is zero and, second, “b”, or the slope
of the line, which can be assimilated as the rate of growth of the radar field as the CG
density value increases. It is worth reminding that the CAP field is estimated using specific
hydro-meteorological corrections that make that the final value of the reflectivity adapted
to the ground observations (rain gauges of automatic weather stations). Then, the registers
of this field can be larger than the MAX, which does not consider these corrections.

Table 2. Correlation coefficient and beta parameter for the different radar variables in front of CG
density for the case of 22 October 2019.

Parameter Correlation

CAP 0.128
MAX 0.114
RN1 0.213
TOP 0.101
VIL 0.118
BETA 0.835

3.3. Global Behaviors of the Different Parameters thorough the Beta Thresholds

Figure 8 shows the boxplots for the parameters “a” and “b” of the linear regression
equation, defined as: “a” + VAR * “b”, where VAR is the radar magnitude. The different
colors indicate the three convective regimes estimated using the beta parameter: green
for slightly, blue for moderately, and red for strongly. The left column corresponds to the
“a” parameter, while the right shows the “b.” The “a” parameter indicates the relationship
between a CG flash and each radar magnitude, while the “b” shows how this relationship
varies as it increases the number of CGs in a pixel.

The first characteristic of the boxplots is that the “a” parameter differentiates the
three convective behaviors for all five radar parameters. Besides, we could define the
discriminating thresholds: 43.5 dBZ and 45 dBZ in the case of CAP, 5.5 km and 7.5 km for
TOP, 42.5 dBZ and 44.5 dBZ for MAX, 4 mm and 8 mm in the case of VIL, and 11 mm and
13 mm for RN1. The more dispersed (this is, the one with lesser capability of discriminating
the behaviors) variable was the RN1, which was the preliminary used in other works. Then,
we considered that the new parametrization helps to clarify the precipitating regime.

Regarding the “b” parameter, two different patterns were observed. First, for CAP,
TOP and MAX, there was a decrease in the parameter as the beta was more convective. It
means that the slope was stepped for fewer convective events, in the case of the reflectivity
and echo top fields. On the contrary, the “b” parameter increased as the event was more
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convective for the VIL and RN1 parameters. Then, the ratio radar magnitude variation and
CG per pixel decreased as the event had a higher beta parameter for the first group (CAP,
TOP, and MAX). By contrast, as the event is more convective, more variation exists as the
number of CGs per pixel increases for VIL and RN1 variables.

Figure 5. Daily maps of the different radar parameters (CAP, MAX, TOP, VIL, and RN1) and CG
density for the day of 22 October 2019.
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Figure 6. Daily evolution of the correlated parameter estimated for all the different radar parameters
(Cap, Max, Top, Vil, and Rn1) and lightning data for the period 2013–2021.

Figure 7. Scatterplots of CAP, MAX, TOP, and VIL in front of CG density for the same case of Figure 5.
Red lines indicate the linear regression, while the equation at the bottom-right of each panel shows
the coefficients for each variable.
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Figure 8. Left column: A parameter of the linear regression equation boxplot for the three convec-
tive degrees (green: slightly, blue: moderately, red: strongly) for CAP, TOP, MAX, VIL, and RN1.
Right column: the same but for B parameter.

The set of points has a higher distribution center as the event is more convective for
all parameters. However, the increase in the fitting of the line slope is less evident as the
event has more convection (higher beta parameter value) for all variables excepting VIL
and RN1. This finding is interesting because it contradicts the previous research analysis.
This conflict is caused by the simple reason that they were focused exclusively on the
accumulated precipitation fields. Then, analyzing most radar variables fields provides a
better understanding of the convective nature of the precipitation.

3.4. Validation with Lightning-Jump Warnings

Lightning-jump warnings are synonymous with deep convection in the Catalan area,
as stated in [35,50]. We used the occurrence of LJ as evidence of severe convection, which
was the observation in the validation of the previous methodologies. Figure 9 shows
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the monthly distribution of convective days in a similar way to the panels (b) and (c) of
Figure 4. In this case, the distribution emphasizes the period from June to September,
being coincident in shape with the second panel. Regarding the values, the daily LJ
occurrence distribution is in the middle of the case of strongly and moderately beta cases
and slightly higher than only for strongly convective events. It indicates that the moderately
convective episode selection provides an excess of events, while the beta parameter is
sometimes restrictive.

Figure 9. Monthly distribution of convective days according to the occurrence of LJ warnings
in Catalonia.

Table 3 compares the bottom and top limits of the datasets for the “a” parameter in
the different degrees of convective precipitation with those obtained for the days with LJ
occurrence. The values for this last set ranged between those for moderately convective
and those for the strongly convective events. The lower limit was higher than the obtained
for the cases of β 0.3 but below the minor limit for β 0.8. The same occurred for the higher
limit. Then, using the first beta threshold, there existed an overestimation of the radar
parameters, while, on the opposite, there was an underestimation. This fact indicates that
these thresholds should be adjusted in a future analysis.

Table 3. Bottom and top limits of the boxplots of “a” parameter shown in Figure 8, compared with
the obtained for the days with LJ.

Radar Variable β > 0 β > 0.3 β > 0.8 LJ

CAP (dBZ) 37.25–43.91 43.05–46.49 44.95–47.66 43.13–46.81
TOP (km) 2.98–5.37 5.33–7.31 6.87–8.29 5.65–7.58
MAX (dBZ) 36.07–42.19 41.78–45.05 43.82–46.09 42.09–45.35
VIL (mm) 1.59–4.28 4.50–8.31 6.86–9.89 4.64–8.53
RN1 (mm) 5.36–14.82 10.59–17.89 13.56–19.21 10.77–18.57

To illustrate this, Table 4 presents the skill scores (POD, FAR, and CSI) for the com-
parison between the beta methodology and the LJ registers. Although POD and CSI were
good (close to 1) in the case of considering the moderate events, the FAR indicates a large
number of false alerts (values of 70%). On the contrary, when the moderately convective
events were discarded, POD and CSI decreased, while the FAR was fairly improved.
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Table 4. Skill scores (POD, FAR, and CSI) for the beta parameter, considering the thresholds for the
moderate and strong convection (left) and only strong convection (right).

Skill Score Moderate and Strong Strong

POD 0.98 0.66
CSI 0.96 0.50
FAR 0.70 0.29

4. Discussion

The expected increase in variability in the precipitation regimes in areas such as the
Catalan, among others in the Mediterranean Basin and around the world, makes it necessary
to pay an effort to improve the knowledge of rainfall characteristics. This capability of
understanding the rain cycle will be essential as water management would be one of the
priorities at all administrative levels.

Until now, the techniques for estimating the degree of convection and the relationship
between rainfall and lightning were of three types: first, comparing different radar variables
with electrical activity in thunderstorms in a specific way; second, analyzing the rainfall
field with the flashes in all the extensions; third and last, using rain rates with resolutions of
1 or 5 min for rain gauges series, thorough a threshold obtained empirically. The first and
second methodologies considered mainly radar and lightning data. The first technique had
the advantage of following with high precision in time and 3D space single thunderstorms
but with the inconvenience of not being representative of all the episodes. The comparison
between radar rainfall and lightning data described well the general behavior of the event.
However, it fails in the part of the relationship of the convection at mid-high levels. Finally,
the third procedure is the more precise for detecting the convective regime but with the
inconvenience of being exclusively punctual.

The proposed technique attempts to combine the three previous methodologies to
take advantage of the positive points and reduce the limitations. In this way, it considers
a similar form of estimating the convection behavior of the beta parameter but using the
existence of lightning linked with the precipitation, which is one of the characteristics of
convective rainfall. Besides, it combines using radar parameters, including volumetric ones
(such as the VIL or echo tops), with the estimation of the linear fitting previously used in
the rainfall lightning rate studios.

Most of the past studies compared lightning and rainfall by evaluating the sum of the
precipitation and the CG flashes in a region, assigning a unique global value to an event.
Each pixel has an individual weight in two senses in the new methodology. First, it can
contribute or not to the beta parameter estimation. Second, the three-dimensional charac-
teristics of the same pixel (echo top and VIL) have the same relevance as the accumulated
rainfall. Furthermore, the rain intensity is decisive through the maximum daily reflectivity.

Finally, the results have a more direct operational application because the thresholds
and the parameters of the radar and lightning are those used in real-time by meteorologists
and hydro-meteorologists. Then, it results in a simpler understanding of the relationships
between radar and lightning parameters than in previous studies.

5. Conclusions

This research combined three different methodologies in a unique technique. This
combination allows a better knowledge of the relationship between lightning data and
radar fields. The new method considers the strong points of each one of the previous
techniques. First, it discriminates convective pixels in a daily accumulated rainfall field
using a threshold. The difference with the original methodology is the use of lightning
occurrence instead applying a threshold empirically, which needs a higher preliminary.
Second, it analyses the relationship point-by-point between rainfall and CG flashes. In
this case, the new technique uses linear fitting but is applied to each matrix cell instead of
the general field. Finally, the new methodology considers volumetric radar fields as the
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thunderstorm life-cycle tracking did, instead of the original spatial analysis that only con-
templated total rainfall. The new variables are VIL or echo tops, which provide volumetric
information about the rain structures. Besides, we can compare flashes qualitatively with
rainfall intensity using reflectivity fields.

We discriminated between three convective behaviors: slight, moderate, and strong.
The first one occurs when few total daily precipitations in the whole area of interest contain
few points with electrical activity. On the opposite, strong convection occurs when CG
flashes take place in most of the rainy pixels. We identified the thresholds of the radar
variables for each threshold and linear fitting. It is worth noting how the rate grows with
the increase in the CG flashes number, which changes depending on the radar variable.
On the contrary, the CG flashes number decreases when the convection behavior becomes
stronger for CAP, MAX, and TOP, while the opposite occurs for VIL and RN1.

To conclude, we validated LJ warnings occurrence, which demonstrated a high re-
lationship with deep convection. The results were similar, but the skill scores suggest a
change in the beta thresholds, decreasing the current values. In any case, the methodology
provides a new method of defining and characterizing the precipitation regimes. This is
of high interest in dry areas such Catalonia, where the hydrologic management becomes
complicated because of the high precipitation variability.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CG Cloud-to-Ground flash
IC Intra-Cloud lightning
TL Total Lightning
XRAD Catalan Radar network
TOP Echo top detected by weather radar
VIL Vertical Integrated Liquid
MAX Maximum reflectivity
QPE Quantitative Precipitation Estimation
RN1 Hourly QPE
EHIMI HidroMeteorlogical Integrated System-tool
LLS Lightning Location System
VHF Very High Frequency
LF Low Frequency
LJ Lightning Jump
RasterRAD Raster of radar product
RasterCG Raster generated with CG data
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